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Abstract—The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is the next gener-
ation of current mobile telecommunication networks. LTE has
a new flat radio-network architecture and a significant increase
in spectrum efficiency. In this paper, a computationally-efficient
tool for dynamic system-level LTE simulations is proposed.
A physical layer abstraction is performed to predict link-layer
performance with a low computational cost. At link layer, there
are two important functions designed to increase the network
capacity: Link Adaptation and Dynamic Scheduling. Other Radio
Resource Management functionalities such as Admission Control
and Mobility Management are performed at network layer. The
simulator is conceived for large simulated network time to allow
evaluation of optimization algorithms for the main network-level
functionalities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LTE is the evolution of the current UMTS mobile commu-

nication network. This 3GPP standard is the combination

of the all-IP core network known as the evolved packet core

(EPC) and the evolved UMTS terrestrial radio access network

(E-UTRAN). The key benefits of LTE can be summarized in

improved system performance, higher data rates and spectral

efficiency, reduced latency and power consumption, enhanced

flexibility of spectral usage and simplified network architec-

ture.

In LTE, the multiple access scheme is Orthogonal

Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) in the downlink

and Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-

FDMA) in the uplink [1]. These techniques achieve a re-

duction in the interference, thus increasing network capacity.

A Physical Resource Block (PRB), which has a bandwidth

resolution of 180 kHz, is the minimum amount of frequency

resources that can be scheduled for transmission. LTE per-

forms channel-dependent scheduling in both time and fre-

quency, with a resolution of one subframe (1ms) and one PRB,

respectively. The scheduler is a fundamental part of the base

station due to its influence over system performance.

The access network E-UTRAN [2] is composed basically of

just one type of node: the base station called evolved NodeB

(eNB). To reduce network elements, all functions that were

included in the Radio Network Controller (RNC) in UMTS
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are located in the eNB in LTE (e.g., radio protocols, mobility

management, header compression and security algorithms).

The eNBs are connected by standardized interfaces, called

X2, which allow multivendor interoperability. In addition,

information such as traffic load can be exchanged between

eNBs over the X2 interface.

LTE defines a set of advanced functions for Radio Resource

Management (RRM) in order to achieve an efficient use of the

available resources. These functions include radio bearer con-

trol, radio admission control, radio mobility control, schedul-

ing and dynamic allocation of resources. At layer 2, Link

Adaptation and Dynamic Packet Scheduling are key features

to ensure high spectral efficiency [3] based on user connection

quality. On the one hand, Link Adaptation dynamically adjusts

the data rate (modulation scheme and channel coding rate) to

match the radio channel capacity for each user. The Channel

Quality Indicator (CQI) transmitted by the UE, which is an

indication of the data rate that can be supported by the channel,

is an important input for link adaptation algorithms. On the

other hand, Dynamic Scheduling distributes the PRBs among

the UEs and the radio bearers of each UE every Transmission

Time Interval (TTI) of 1 ms.

At RRM layer 3 [4], Admission Control and Mobility

Management are crucial to ensure seamless service as the user

moves. Admission Control decides whether the requests for

new bearers are granted or rejected, taking into account the

available resources in the cell, the QoS requirements for the

bearer, the priority levels and the provided QoS to the active

sessions in the cell. Mobility management includes procedures

for idle and connected UEs. For both types of procedures,

the UE periodically performs not only serving cell quality

measurements, but also neighboring cell measurements. In idle

mode, cell selection selects a suitable cell to camp based on

radio measurements. In connected mode, handover decides

whether the UE should move to another serving cell. The main

difference between UMTS and LTE is that in LTE only hard

handovers are defined.

This paper describes the design of a dynamic system-level

LTE simulator conceived for large simulated network time.

A physical layer abstraction is performed to predict link-layer

performance with a low computational cost. Thus, realistic

OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) chan-

nel realizations with multi-path fading propagation conditions

have been generated to obtain an accurate value of Signal-to-

Interference Ratio (SIR) for each subcarrier. Then, a method is

used to aggregate SIR measurements of several OFDM subcar-

riers into a single scalar value. Subsequently, Block Error Rate

(BLER) is estimated from those SIR values, which is used
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in the Link Adaptation and Dynamic Scheduling functions.

Additionally, functions for admission control and mobility

management are included in the simulator. For computational

efficiency, the tool is focused on the downlink of E-UTRAN.

The design of efficient simulation tools for LTE networks

has been addressed in the literature. In [5], a simple physical

layer model is proposed for LTE in order to reduce the com-

plexity of system level analysis. In [6], a link-level simulator

for LTE downlink is presented as an appropriate interface to

a system level simulator. In [7], an LTE downlink system-

level simulator is proposed for free under an academic, non-

commercial use license. The physical layer model is described

in [8]. The main purpose of the MATLAB-based simulation

tool presented in [7] is to assess network performance of new

scheduling algorithms.

This paper proposes the design of a system-level LTE

simulator that can be used to evaluate optimization algorithms

for the main network-level functionalities, namely handover,

admission control and cell reselection. For this purpose, sim-

ulations are composed of epochs or optimization loops, where

the modification of network parameters can be evaluated. Each

epoch is composed of a configurable number of iterations,

whose duration is determined by the simulator time resolution.

In addition, the size of the simulation scenario must be larger

than that in most of the existing LTE simulators, which usually

consider only a few cells in the network layout.

This work is organized as follows. Section II presents the

general simulator structure. Section III describes the Physical

Layer, focusing on the calculation of the OFDM channel

realizations needed for resource planning. Section IV is

devoted to the Link Layer, where link adaptation and resource

planning are performed. Section V outlines the Network

Layer, including admission control, congestion control and

mobility management. In Section VI, simulation results are

presented. Finally, in Section VII, the main conclusions are

highlighted.

II. SIMULATOR GENERAL STRUCTURE

This section presents the general structure of the LTE

simulator developed in MATLAB. Fig. 1 shows the main

functional blocks of the simulator.

The first stage of a simulation is the initialization of the

main simulation parameters, defining the behavior of the main

functions in the simulator. The scenario to be simulated is

generated here. A warm-up distribution of users is also created

by this function, which allows to obtain meaningful network

statistics from the first iterations of the simulation.

The next function calculates the propagation losses. This

function calculates the power received by each user from

the base stations of the scenario. The simulator includes

a propagation loss model, a slow fading model and a fast

fading model. During this phase, the interference suffered

by each user is also calculated. From this information, the

value of the SINR experienced by each user for different

frequency subbands is obtained. Once the main parameters

of interest have been obtained, the functions of radio resource

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the simulator.

management are executed. At link level, the simulator includes

link adaptation and resource scheduling functions.

The link adaptation function selects the most appropriate

modulation and coding scheme for each user to transmit

the information, maximizing spectral efficiency. This decision

is based on the propagation conditions experienced by the

user. The CQI indicator is used to represent the environment

conditions. The radio resource scheduling function assigns

available radio resources to users based on channel conditions

experienced by each user for different frequency subbands.

This function is also based on the CQI indicator.

At network level, the simulator includes several functions.

The main ones are handovers and admission control. Lastly,

the main results and statistics are shown.

A. Simulation Scenarios

In the simulator, two different scenarios have been

developed: a macrocell scenario and a Manhattan scenario.

The first one consists of a configurable number of hexagonal

cells. In Manhattan, different types of elements such as

buildings and roads are additionally defined and distributed

along the cells of the scenario, shaping a rectangular grid.

Macrocell Scenario

This scenario models a macro-cellular environment. Fig. 2

illustrates the layout for a scenario with 19 tri-sectorized sites

evenly distributed.

To avoid border effects in the simulation, the simulator in-

corporates the wrap-around technique described in [9]. Wrap-

around consists in creating replicas of the scenario surrounding

the original one. Only the original scenario is considered when

collecting results and statistics. Fig. 3 shows the simulation

scenario with the wrap-around technique.

Finally, it is necessary to define the set of interfering cells

for each cell of the scenario. For each cell, an ordered set of

interfering cells are constructed in terms of power received

from each interferer by static system-level simulations.

Manhattan Scenario
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Fig. 2. Simulation scenario.

Fig. 3. Simulation scenario with wrap-around.

In this scenario, a set of buildings and roads are addi-

tionally defined. This scenario also includes the wrap-around

technique. When defining the roads and the buildings, it is

necessary to ensure that a user that leaves the original scenario,

continues in a permitted area (e.g., a vehicle is not allowed to

enter in the replica on a sidewalk or a block) in the replica

scenario. Fig. 4 shows the case in which the wrap-around

technique does not consider the difference between blocks and

sidewalks in the definition of the scenario.

B. Spatial Traffic Distribution

Users can be spatially distributed in both an uniform or non-

uniform way over the scenario. In the case of uniform spatial

distribution, users are located in whatever point of the scenario

with the same probability. However, to reproduce a realistic

situation, it is recommended to use a non-uniform distribution.

The typical spatial distribution in urban areas can be described

by a lognormal distribution at a cell level. A function of traffic

estimation is created adding to the log-normal distribution

a Gaussian random variable [10]. Fig. 5 shows the probability

of starting a call in any location of the scenario. It is observed

that the spatial traffic distribution has a central peak, creating

Fig. 4. Wrong design of the Manhattan scenario with wrap-around.

Fig. 5. Spatial traffic distribution.

a congested area with higher traffic density. It is noted that

the spatial traffic distribution will be slightly affected by the

mobility model, explained in the next section.

C. Mobility Model

The simulator includes two user mobility models. Regarding

the user movement directions, a first model does not define any

constraint about user directions. User can freely move over the

scenario. The second model distinguishes between buildings

and roads at the time of moving users along the scenario.

The first mobility model considers random constant paths

for the users in the simulation scenario. Users move at constant

speed, set to 3, 50 or 120 km/h. This model also includes the

effect of the wrap-around technique, which means that when

a user reaches the limit of the original scenario, appears in the

correct position of this scenario, as shown in Fig. 6.

The second mobility model developed in the simulator em-

ulates the realistic behavior of users in an urban environment.

This model implements the behavior of different types of users

in the urban environment: vehicles, buses, pedestrians and

indoor users. Manhattan Mobility Model is used for outdoor

users and Random Waypoint Model for indoor users [11]. The

dimensions of buildings, streets and sidewalks are taken from

a real urban environment (the ’Ensanche’ area in Barcelona,

Spain). Such values of elements are defined in Table I.
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TABLE I
DIMENSION OF ELEMENTS IN A REAL SCENARIO

Block size Street width Road width Sidewalks width
120 × 120 m 20 m 10 m 10 m

Manhattan Mobility model is implemented to describe the

outdoor users (vehicles, buses, pedestrians) movement. This

model is widely used to describe the movement of mobiles in

urban areas by means of a grid road topology, as shown in

Fig. 7. Users move along the streets and can turn at crosses

with a given probability, that is recommended to be 25%

probability to turn right and the same for a left turn [12].

In vehicles turn it is ensured that they are at the correct lane

of the road for their new direction. The scenario is composed

of vertical and horizontal streets perpendicular to each other.

Every street has two lanes (each for one movement direction):

North/South for vertical streets and East/West for horizontal

streets. Vehicles move along a particular area of the street

(road) and pedestrians move along another area (sidewalks).

Buses behavior in the model is the same as those of vehicles,

but providing the possibility to allocate multiple users sharing

the same position, movement direction and speed. Studies on

“moving hotspot” can be made with this type of users [13].

Additional features are included in the above-described

Manhattan model to give more realism to the model. One

of the features is the implementation of traffic lights at the

street corners. Every street at an intersection has a traffic light

[14]. Thus, the behavior of the network under conditions of

user agglomeration in the corner where vehicles are stopped

can be studied. To complete the Manhattan model for outdoor

users, the wrap-around technique is implemented to avoid the

border effects [9].

Indoor users follow a Random Waypoint mobility model

[15]. Random Waypoint is a simple but very useful model to

simulate users in buildings. The goal of implementing these

users is to create some traffic load in specific cells. These users

are modeled as static load, i.e. they do not leave the building

in which they were created.

D. Traffic Model

Two types of service are considered: Voice over IP (VoIP)

service and Best Effort (BE) service (similar to Full Buffer).

Fig. 6. First mobility model: random constant paths with wrap-around.

Fig. 7. Movement of outdoor users in a Manhattan scenario.

The VoIP service is defined as a source generating packets of

40 bytes every 20 ms [16], reaching a bit rate of 16 kbps.

As it will be seen later, the radio resource allocation in the

simulator is performed for time intervals of 10ms. For this

reason, the voice service has been implemented as users that

transmit packets of 20 bytes every 10 ms. For this service, it

is necessary to determine when a call is dropped, that is, when

the service is interrupted. Such an event occurs when a user

does not receive packets during a specific time interval. For

instance, user packets are not scheduled when the connection

quality is below a certain threshold or there are not enough

resources, so the call may be dropped.

The BE service is similar to the Full Buffer service. The

Full Buffer service is defined as a user that has infinite

data to transmit. For this reason, a Full Buffer user will

always transmit with the maximum available bit rate if radio

resources are assigned to him. This BE service allows to assess

network performance in terms of throughput. The service

implemented in the simulator maintains these features with

the only difference that the user is active only during a period

of time, that is, the service starts at a certain time of simulation

and ends some time later. During that activity time, the user

has unlimited information to transmit. Once the service is

finished, both the time that the user has been active and the

experienced bit rate are known so that it is possible to calculate

the size of the packet received by the user.

III. PHYSICAL LAYER

A. Channel Model

The mobile radio channel can be described as a time-varying

linear filter [17]. Therefore, it can be represented in the time

domain by its impulse response, h(τ, t), where τ stands for

delay of each path in h, and the amplitude of each path varies

with time t.
Also, the channel can be characterized by the time-variant

transfer function, H(f, t), which is related with impulse re-

sponse through the Fourier transform with respect to the delay

variable τ .

When the behavior of the channel is randomly time variant,

the above-mentioned channel functions become stochastic pro-

cesses. A realistic approach to the statistical characterization
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of such a channel may be accomplished in terms of correlation

of channel functions since it enables channel output autocor-

relation to be determined. Channel autocorrelation functions

are related through Fourier transform as well.

For typical physical channels, time fading statistics can be

assumed stationary over short periods of time and channel

correlation function is invariant under a translation in time

t, thus being categorised as wide-sense stationary (WSS).

In addition, frequency-selective behaviour is stationary in

frequency f being the autocorrelation function invariant under

frequency translations. This condition is termed uncorrelated

scattering (US), and most practical channels satisfy it fairly

well.

Autocorrelation functions of wide-sense stationary uncorre-

lated scattering (WSSUS) channels exhibit the property that

the time-variant transfer function autocorrelation is stationary

both in time t and frequency f variables, i.e. its value does

not depend on the absolute time or frequency considered but

only on the time or frequency shift between time or frequency

points of observation.

As a consequence, a WSSUS channel can be simulated gen-

erating the impulse response, h(τ, t), with stationary variation

in time t for each path and no cross-correlation between dif-

ferent values of delay τ (i.e. generating independent stochastic

processes for different paths). Stationarity is achieved by

applying Doppler filters to the amplitude time t variation on

each path. These filters perform spectrum shaping according to

Doppler effect experimented by any radio signal propagating

from a transmitter to a moving receiver (or vice versa).

Afterwards, the frequency transfer function, H(f, t), can be

computed easily by applying the Fourier transform to the

impulse response with respect to delay variable.

To simulate non-constant speed mobiles, fading realizations

cannot be performed over time as an independent variable.

Alternatively, space variables have to be used so that channel

varies according to the current position of the mobile at each

iteration of simulation.

Fig. 8. Generated bidimensional channel impulse response for ETU channel
model in [18].

Therefore, a fading channel spatial grid has been generated.

This grid provides channel responses for every physical posi-

tion in the simulated scenario, regardless of mobiles speed. In

fact, mobiles can stay at a static position for a time interval,

and then can start moving at any speed. This allows simulation

of urban mobility pattern, where vehicle mobiles stop and

afterwards go on because of traffic lights, or pedestrian users

wandering inside a shopping centre.

Narrow band fading grid is generated to get a Lord Rayleigh

universe [19]. In other words, following Clarke’s model [17],

a spatial bidimensional complex Gaussian variable is filtered

by a bidimensional Doppler filter. The bandwidth of 2-D

Doppler filter can be obtained as a function of spatial grid

resolution and wavelength size.

Once narrowband channel behavior for each spatial position

is obtained, extension to wideband is possible performing

the same procedure for every path in power delay profiles

described in the specification for Extended Typical Urban

(ETU), Extended Pedestrian A (EPA) and Extended Vehicular

A (EVA) channels in [18]. Thus, different (uncorrelated)

Rayleigh universes are generated for each delay in wideband

channel scenario. This results in a distance-variant impulse

response h(τ, d) (autocorrelation) of the channel instead of

a time-variant impulse response h(τ, t) described in [17] as

one of the four system functions for complete WSSUS (Wide

Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering) channel character-

ization. The only difference is the time to distance (t to d)

variable change made. A realization of the function is shown

in Fig. 8.

Since the simulator requires channel realizations for differ-

ent frequency bands (corresponding to OFDM subcarriers), the

distance-variant impulse response has to be transformed into

a distance-variant transfer function H(f, d) at each position,

by applying Fourier transform with respect to delay variable

τ . An example of this function can be seen in Fig. 9.

The only remaining step is to extend the space variable d of

the generated function H(f, d) to a bidimensional (x, y) space

variable, obtaining H(f, x, y), a tridimensional function that

Fig. 9. Generated distance-variant transfer function for ETU channel model
in [18].
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provides frequency response for each spatial position given by

coordinates, x and y.

B. Radio Propagation Channel

The simulator includes two alternatives for obtaining prop-

agation calculations. As a first option, the calculations are per-

formed at each iteration and whenever necessary (e.g., in the

function that evaluates the channel conditions of each link or

in the admission control function). Alternatively, propagation

calculations are made from a set of pre-computed matrices. In

this case, it is not necessary to perform the calculations during

the simulation.

For the definition of the pre-computed propagation matrix,

the scenario is divided into a grid, whose resolution is given

by the correlation distance of the slow fading (20 m). To know

the values of the propagation loss a user is experiencing, it is

only necessary to read the position of the matrix corresponding

to the position occupied by the user in the scenario relative to

every base station and then interpolate it with other values of

the matrix depending on the relative position in the grid. The

propagation matrices include the path loss calculations and the

slow fading.

In both options, the radio propagation model is the COST

231 extension of Okumura-Hata model [20]. This model is

applicable for frequencies in the range from 1500 to 2000

MHz. The effective height of the base station or evolved-Node

B (eNB) antenna has been set to 30 meters, while the effective

height of the user equipment (UE) antenna has been set to

1.5 meters. With these assumptions and setting the operating

frequency to 2 GHz, the expression for the propagation loss

as a function of the distance is given by:

L = 134.79 + 35.22 logd, (1)

where d represents the distance in km between the UE and

the eNB which the user is connected to.

In addition to the propagation loss, the simulator includes

a slow fading model based on the fact that the local average

of the radio signal envelope can be modeled by a lognormal

distribution, i.e., the local average, in dB, is a Gaussian random

variable. The standard deviation of the distribution depends on

the considered environment. A typical value for the macrocell

urban area analyzed is 8 dB [21].

For the choice of the propagation matrices, the value of

shadowing is included in these matrices. The other alternative

requires some additional calculations. The dynamic nature of

the simulator leads to the implementation of a correlation

model between the successive samples which represent the

slow fading. An ARMA(1,1) model [22] has been selected for

the simulator in this work,

zt = θzt−1 + (1− θ)at, (2)

where zt represents the slow fading sample at the current

simulation step, zt−1 is the slow fading sample at the previous

simulation step, at is a Gaussian random variable uncorrelated

with zt and θ and (1−θ) are the coefficients of the ARMA(1,1)

model.

The coefficients of this model are determined from the

probability that a user terminal suffers fading caused by the

same obstacle at the time interval ∆/v. That probability can

be modeled as an exponential distribution:

θ = P (τ < ∆/v) = exp(−∆ · λ) (3)

where ∆ is the distance moved by the user terminal at a time

interval, v is the UE velocity and λ is the interruption rate of

the line of sight. The interruption rate of the line of sight, λ, is

the inverse of the correlation distance. A typical value of the

correlation distance for the macrocell urban area simulated is

20 m (or 50m) [23].

Finally, the Gaussian random variable, at, must be defined

based on its mean and standard deviation. This variable

provides a statistical distribution of zero mean and a standard

deviation, σa, that relates to the standard deviation of the slow

fading, σz , as follows:

σ2

z =
sinh(∆ · λ/2)

cosh(∆ · λ/2)
· σ2

a (4)

Once the propagation calculations have been carried out,

it is possible to study the link quality experienced by each

user in terms of Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR). The next

section describes the process to calculate the value of SIR for

each user.

IV. LINK LAYER

A. SIR Calculation

The SIR is a representative measurement of the link quality

that the user is experiencing. To calculate the SIR in the

simulator, it is first necessary to calculate the interference ex-

perienced by each user. It is assumed that intracell interference

is negligible in LTE because the scheduler assigns different

frequencies and time slots to each user. Thus, only co-channel

intercell interference due to the interfering cells using the same

subcarriers is considered. This requires knowing the signal

arriving to each user from all interfering cells. To calculate

the interference from each base station to the terminal, the

channel response is not taken into account, but only the path

loss and slow fading are considered here.

The SIR calculation for a given subcarrier k, γk, is com-

puted using the expression proposed in [24],

γk = P (k)×G×
( N

N +Np

)

×
RD

NSD/NST

, (5)

where P (k) represents the frequency-selective fading power

profile value for the kth subcarrier, G includes the propagation

loss, the slow fading, the thermal noise and the experienced

interference, N is the FFT size used in the OFDM signal

generation, Np is the length of the cyclic prefix, RD indicates

the percentage of maximum total available transmission power

allocated to the data subcarriers, NSD is the number of data

subcarriers per Transmission Time Interval (TTI) and NST is

the number of total useful subcarriers per TTI.

If it is assumed that the multipath fading magnitudes and

phases are constant over the observation interval, the frequency

selective fading power profile value for the kth subcarrier can

be calculated using the expression

P (k) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

paths
∑

p=1

MpAp exp(j[θp − 2πfkTp])

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (6)
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where p is the multipath index, Mp and θp represent the ampli-

tude and the phase values of the multipath fading respectively,

Ap is the amplitude value corresponding to the long-term

average power for the pth path, fk is the relative frequency

offset of the kth subcarrier within the spectrum, and Tp is

the relative time delay of the pth path. In addition, the fading

profile is assumed to be normalized such that E[P (k)] = 1.

The value of G is calculated from the expression:

G =

Pmax

gn(UE)× gUE

PLUE,n × SHUE,n

Pnoise +
N
∑

k=1,k 6=n

Pmax ×
gk(UE)× gUE

PLUE,k × SHUE,k

, (7)

where gn(UE) is the antenna gain of the serving base station

in the direction of the user UE, gUE is the antenna gain of the

user terminal, Pnoise is the thermal noise power, PLUE,k is

the propagation loss between the user and the eNB k, SHUE,k

is the loss due to slow fading between the user and the eNB

k and N is the number of interfering eNBs considered (set to

43 in the simulator).

A Physical Resource Block (PRB) is the minimum amount

of resources that can be scheduled for transmission in LTE.

As a PRB comprises 12 subcarriers, it is necessary to translate

those SIR values previously calculated for each subcarrier into

a single scalar value. This can be made using the Exponential

Effective SINR Mapping, which is based on computing the

effective SIR by the equation

SIReff = −β ln

(

1

Nu

Nu
∑

k=1

exp
(

−
γk
β

)

)

, (8)

where β is a parameter that depends on the Modulation and

Coding Scheme (MCS) used in the PRB [25] assuming that

all subcarriers of the PRB have the same modulation and

Nu indicates the number of subcarriers used to evaluate the

effective SIR. The values of β have been chosen so that the

block error probability for all the subcarriers are similar to

those obtained for the effective SIR in a AWGN channel [26].

The value of β for a particular MCS is shown in Table II.

Once the effective SIR has been calculated, the Block Error

Rate (BLER) showing the connection quality can be derived.

There exist curves that establish the relationship between the

values of SIR and BLER defined for an AWGN channel for

every modulation and coding rate combination. These curves

can also be used to calculate the BLER because intercell

interference is equivalent to AWGN as the value of β has

been selected for this purpose.

B. Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request Scheme

The Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (H-ARQ) is a func-

tion at link level that allows to perform retransmissions directly

at physical or MAC layer in LTE. A low-complexity model

capable of accurately predicting the H-ARQ gains on the phys-

ical layer is derived in [27]. When an H-ARQ retransmission

occurs, an improvement of the BLER is expected. The result

is that the BLER curves based on AWGN channel model are

TABLE II
VALUES OF B DEPENDING ON THE MODULATION AND CODING SCHEME

Modulation Coding β factor Modulation Coding β factor

QPSK 1/3 1.49 16QAM 3/4 7.33
QPSK 2/5 1.53 16QAM 4/5 7.68
QPSK 1/2 1.57 64QAM 1/3 9.21
QPSK 3/5 1.61 64QAM 2/5 10.81
QPSK 2/3 1.69 64QAM 1/2 13.76
QPSK 3/4 1.69 64QAM 3/5 17.52
QPSK 4/5 1.65 64QAM 2/3 20.57

16QAM 1/3 3.36 64QAM 17/24 22.75
16QAM 1/2 4.56 64QAM 3/4 25.16
16QAM 2/3 6.42 64QAM 4/5 28.38

shifted providing a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) gain due to

H-ARQ. Hence, the new SIR can be calculated as follows:

SIR(i) = SIR+ SRNgain(i), (9)

where i represents the ith retransmission. The value of

SNRgain, which depends on the redundancy version index

i and the given MCS can be derived from a specific table

given in [27].

Once the value of BLER has been obtained and taking into

account the MCS used in the transmission, it is possible to

calculate the value of throughput, Ti, for each user as follows:

Ti = (1 −BLER(SIRi))×
Di

TTI
, (10)

where Di is the data block payload in bits [28], which depends

on the MCS selected for the user in that time interval, TTI is

the transmission time interval and BLER(SIRi) is the value

of BLER obtained from the effective SIR.

C. Link Adaptation

Before explaining the Link Adaptation function, the 3GPP

standardized parameter known as Channel Quality Indicator

(CQI) is described. Such an indicator represents the connection

quality in a subband of the spectrum. The resolution of the CQI

is 4 bits, although a differential CQI value can be transmitted

to reduce the CQI signaling overhead. Thus, there is only

a subset of possible MCS corresponding to a CQI value [29].

QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM modulations may be used in the

transmission scheme. In the simulator, the CQI is reported by

the user to the base station each iteration (100 ms).

Based on CQI values, the link adaptation module selects the

most appropriate modulation and coding scheme to transmit

the information on the physical downlink shared channel

(PDSCH) depending on the propagation conditions of the

environment. To quantify the link quality for each user and for

each subband of the spectrum, the CQI index is used to provide

this information. If the experienced BLER value is required

to be smaller than a specific value given by the service, it

is possible to establish a SIR-to-CQI mapping that allows to

select the most appropriate MCS from a given value of SIR

[8]. The standard 3GPP defines a 5-bit modulation and coding

scheme field of the downlink control information to identify

a particular MCS. This leads to a greater variety of possible

modulation and coding schemes. For simplicity, the developed

LTE simulator includes only the same set of MCS given by

the CQI index. From the effective SIR value, the index CQI is
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calculated and the MCS can be determined for the next time

interval.

D. Resource Scheduling

The Resource Scheduling can be decomposed into a time-

domain and frequency-domain scheduling. On the one hand,

it is necessary to determine which user transmits at the

following time interval. On the other hand, the frequency-

domain scheduler selects those subcarriers within the system

bandwidth whose channel response is more suitable for the

user transmission. For this purpose, the channel response for

each user and for each subcarrier of the system bandwidth

has to be estimated. Such a piece of information is given by

the channel realizations generated in the initialization phase of

the simulation, assuming a perfect estimation of the channel

response. To select the most appropriate frequency subband

for the user, the CQI index is used.

The developed simulator includes different strategies for

radio resource scheduling. In all of them, the CQI parameter

gives the information of the channel quality experienced by

each user. Likewise, scheduling is done for each cell at each

iteration following the configured strategy [30]. The following

paragraphs describe the scheduling algorithms implemented

in the simulator.

Best Channel Scheduler (BC)

In this scheduler, both time-domain and frequency-domain

scheduling are done for a more efficient use of resources.

At each iteration, all users are sorted based on the quality

experienced for each PRB, which is obtained from CQI values.

Once the users are sorted, the allocation will proceed until

there are not available radio resources or no more users to

transmit.

The resource allocation is made following the expression:

ı̂[n] = argmax
i

{rik[n]}, (11)

where ı̂ is the selected user i, and rik is the estimated

achievable throughput for PRB k and user i obtained from

the CQI.

This scheduling algorithm maximizes the overall system

efficiency because the resource allocation is done looking for

the combinations PRB-user with better channel conditions.

The disadvantage of this algorithm is that harms users with

bad channel conditions. Thus, if a user is far from the serving

eNB or has a deep fading for prolonged periods of time, it

cannot be scheduled and can suffer significant delays.

Round Robin to Best Channel Scheduler (RR-BC)

This scheduler uses different strategies for time-domain and

frequency-domain scheduling. For time-domain scheduling,

the Round Robin method is applied. Thus, users are selected

cyclically without taking into account the channel conditions

experienced by each of them. Then, each PRB is assigned to

the user with a higher potential transmission rate for that PRB

(transmission rate is estimated based on the user’s CQI value

for each PRB).

At each iteration and for each base station, the expressions

to be evaluated are:

ı̂[n+ 1] = (̂ı[n] + 1)modNu, (12)

k̂[n] = argmax
k

{rik[n]}, (13)

where ı̂ is the selected user, Nu is the number of users and

k̂ represents the PRB selected. In this case, the goal is to

maximize system efficiency, but trying not to harm users with

unfavorable channel conditions.

Large Delay First to Best Channel Scheduler (LDF-BC)

This scheduler is similar to the previous one only differing

in time-domain scheduling. In this case, instead of cyclically

selecting the users, they are sorted by the time they have spent

without transmitting. Thus, if for some reason, such as a fading

prolonged in time, the user has not been allocated in previous

iterations, he will get a higher priority in the current iteration.

In the same way as in the previous case, at each iteration

and for each base station the allocation is carried out based

on the following terms:

ı̂[n] = argmax
i

{Wi[n]}, (14)

k̂[n] = argmax
k

{rik[n]}, (15)

where Wi[n] is the number of iterations without transmitting

for user i. At the end of each iteration, the value of Wi[n]
is updated for all the users based on whether they have been

allocated or not.

Proportional Fair (PF)

The Proportional Fair scheduler is an algorithm similar

to Best Channel, but it tries not to harm users with worse

channel conditions. The objective of this algorithm is to find

a balance between getting the maximum possible efficiency

of the channel and keeping fairness between users. To this

end, scheduling is not only based on the potential transmission

rate but also takes into account the average transmission rate

of the user in previous iterations. The algorithm follows the

expression:

ı̂[n] = argmax
i

{rik[n]

ri

}

, (16)

where ri is the average transmission rate experienced by user i.

Scheduler for Different Types of Service

As mentioned before, the simulator includes two different

types of service, i.e., voice service and best effort service.

To schedule all users, a division between the two types of

service is made. The scheduler strategy can be different for

each service. Also, the radio resources are divided into two

groups. One of them is reserved for voice users who need

to meet a constant bit rate and the other group can be used

for best effort users that can maximize their throughput based

on channel conditions. The division of the PRB in these two

groups is configurable.
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V. NETWORK LAYER

The success of cellular networks is based on the fact

that users can obtain global support while moving (coverage,

access. . .). While physical and link level define the propaga-

tion and transmission characteristics along the UE-eNB link,

network level manages all base stations, terminals and their

resources as a whole.

The main network level functionalities rely on Radio

Resource Management (RRM) processes. This section

describes the Admission Control (AC), Congestion Control

(CC) and HandOver (HO) techniques implemented in the

simulation tool. It should be pointed out that, although

scheduling is also usually labeled as an RRM technique, it

has been already described in previous sections since it is

located at link level in the simulation tool.

A. Admission Control

Once an UE decides to start a connection, a first decision is

which cell will serve that connection. Such a decision is taken

through two main steps:

1) Minimum Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP).

UE collects and sends to the network reference signal

received levels from the serving cell and its neighbors.

Cells are ordered from higher to lower levels and can-

didate cells are those fulfiling:

RSRP (i) ≥ MinThresholdLEV (i), (17)

where RSRP (i) is a wideband measurement meaning

the received level for the reference signals in cell i, and

MinThresholdLEV is the minimum required signal

level to be accepted. Minimum level is defined on a cell

basis. Finally, the best ’i’ cell in the list is initially

selected.

2) Enough free resources. The availability of free PRBs

in best cell is then checked. Note that the mobile

network does not know how many PRBs will require

the user data connection once it is admitted. Signal-

level measurements are taken from the reference signals,

but radio channel conditions could be quite different

for the finally assigned data radio channel (e.g., fast

fading, interference). That is the reason why a ’worst-

case’ criterion has been taken to accept UEs. Thus, the

UE is finally accepted if:

freePRB(i) ≥ MaxPRB(serv), (18)

where freePRB(i) is the number of PRBs available

in cell i, and MaxPRB(serv) is the worst-case PRB

requirement (i.e., the highest number of PRBs needed

to maintain a connection) that a specific type of service,

’serv’, would demand along the entire connection.

If there are not enough free PRBs, the next candidate cell

in the list is checked. A user connection is blocked when no

cell fulfils (17) and (18).

B. Congestion Control

Congestion control avoids congestion situations in the net-

work. This technique usually defines a pool of resources which

will be assigned differently than by admission control.

Operators give priority to ongoing connections over fresh

calls [31]. If both fresh and ongoing users are in conflict for the

same radio resources (e.g., a handover and a fresh connection

occur simultaneously), existing users should be first scheduled.

With that aim, fresh users will not be accepted in a cell if:

LR(i) ≥ LRthreshold, (19)

where LR(i) is the Load Ratio in cell i, and LRthreshold is

the congestion threshold. There is a trade-off when selecting

the LRthreshold value. A too low value might cause call

dropping from rejected incoming handovers, but a very high

level could lead to unnecessary call blocking while protected

resources are idle.

C. Handover

The HO algorithm is the main functionality to manage the

connected user mobility. HO algorithms are vendor specific.

The following paragraphs describe classical handover

algorithms proposed for LTE and implemented in the

simulator.

Quality Handover (QualHO)

A QualHO is triggered when:

RSRQ(i) ≤ RSRQthreshold(i) for TTTQual seconds,

(20)

and

RSRP (j)−RSRP (i) ≥ MarginQual(i, j), (21)

where RSRQ is the Reference Signal Received Quality, usually

measured by the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio

(SINR) for the references signals, RSRP is the Reference

Signal Received Power, TTTQual is Time-To-Trigger value,

and MarginQual is the level hysteresis between server and

adjacent cells (i and j, respectively).

This QualHO aims to re-allocate connections which

are experiencing a bad quality connection to other cells.

MarginQual is defined on an adjacency basis.

For monitoring purposes, a QualHO is classified as an

Interference HO (IntHO) if

RSRP (i) ≥ RxLEV Interf
threshold(i) for TTTQual seconds,

(22)

i.e., the UE have a high signal level but low SINR figures.

Minimum Level Handover (LevHO)

A LevHO is triggered when:

RSRP (i) ≥ MinRxLEVLevHO(i), (23)

and

RSRP (j)−RSRP (i) ≥ MarginLev(i, j), (24)

where MinRxLEVLevHO is a minimum signal level thresh-

old. LevHO aims to re-allocate connections experiencing
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Fig. 10. Average CQI as a function of the distance for different traffic load
levels.

a very low signal level (e.g., when the UE is getting out of

coverage area). LevHO is considered an ’urgent’ HO and must

be triggered as soon as possible. Thus, no Time-to-Trigger

parameter has been considered.

Power Budget Handover (PBGT HO)

A PBGT HO is triggered when:

RSRP (j)−RSRP (i) ≥ MarginPBGT (i, j), (25)

In this case, there is no first condition to be fulfiled. Equa-

tion (25) is only evaluated every NPBGT seconds. PBGT HO

is not considered an urgent HO, but an optimization algorithm.

At the end of a PBGT HO process, the UE should be

connected to the best cell in terms of signal level (provided

that MarginPBGT is positive).

VI. EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

In this section, several reference scenarios are simulated

to evaluate system performance. These are termed ’reference’

because network parameters (e.g., HO margin or load ratio

threshold in the Admission Control) are set to a moderate de-

fault value. For voice service, system performance is evaluated

by testing different levels of traffic demand and different strate-

gies of scheduling. For best effort service, system performance

is quantified in terms of cell throughput.

A. Key Performance Indicators

For voice service, a figure of merit widely used by network

operators is the Call Dropping Ratio (CDR), defined as:

CDR =
Ndropped

Nfinished

=
Ndropped

Ndropped +Nsucc

, (26)

where Ndropped is the number of dropped calls, Nsucc is the

number of successfully finished calls and Nfinished is the

total number of finished calls. The simulation tool assumes

that a call is dropped when a percentage of data packets

TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Configuration

Cellular layout Hexagonal grid, 57 cells (3×19 sites),
cell radius 0.5 km

Transmission direction Downlink
Carrier frequency 2.0 GHz
System bandwidth 5 MHz
Frequency reuse 1
Propagation model Okumura-Hata with wrap-around

Log-normal slow fading, σ=8dB,
correlation dist=20m
Multipath fading, EPA model

Mobility model Random direction, constant speed 3 km/h
Service model VoIP: Poisson traffic arrival, mean call

duration 120s, 16 kbps
Best effort: full buffer, Transport Block size
exact fit to PRB allocation

Base station model Tri-sectorized antenna, SISO,
EIRPmax=43dBm

Scheduler Round Robin – Best Channel
Large Delay First – Best Channel
Resolution: 1 PRB

Power control Equal transmit power per PRB
Link Adaptation Fast, CQI based, Perfect estimation
RRM features Directed Retry

HO: QualHO, LevHO, IntHO, PBGT HO
HO parameter settings Time-To-Trigger = 100 ms

HO margin = 3 dB
Traffic distribution Log-normal distribution

Unevenly distributed in space
Time resolution Iteration time = 100 TTI (100 ms)

Epoch time configurable

are dropped during a specific time interval. Packet dropping

may occur not only because there is no enough connection

quality to be scheduled, but also because there are no available

resources to be scheduled.

To quantify how efficiently resources are used, another

performance indicator is the Call Blocking Ratio (CBR), which

can be determined by the following expression:

DBR =
Nblocked

Noffered

=
Nblocked

Nblocked +Naccepted

, (27)

where Nblocked and Naccepted are the number of blocked

and accepted calls by the admission control respectively, and

Noffered is the total number of offered calls.

Regarding BE traffic, cell throughput is a useful measure of

spectral efficiency. The process to calculate this performance

indicator was described in previous sections. Another indicator

representing the link quality experienced by users is the CQI,

which was also defined in previous sections.

To check the impact of traffic demand on network perfor-

mance, several performance indicators are evaluated. To esti-

mate the overall load level during the simulation, the average

percentage of occupied PRBs in the system is monitored. This

can be calculated as:

ρ =

∑Nusers

k=1
Nk

Ntotal

, (28)

where Nk is the current number of PRBs occupied by user

k, Nusers is the number of users and Ntotal is the total number

of PRBs in the cell.
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Fig. 11. Call Dropping Ratio as a function of the traffic load for two
scheduling schemes.

B. Simulation Parameters

The simulated scenario includes a macro-cellular environ-

ment whose layout consists of 19 tri-sectorized sites evenly

distributed in the scenario. The main simulation parameters

for the simulations are summarized in Table III.

C. Performance Results

The first simulation is carried out to evaluate performance

when only the voice service is offered by the network. In this

case, measurements of CDR, CBR and CQI are collected for

different levels of traffic load and different types of schedulers.

Fig. 10 represents the dependency of the average CQI value

on the distance for several load levels. As expected, the CQI

value decreases as the distance from the base station is higher

due to the path loss. Also it is noted that the range of variation

of the CQI is much lower when the load level is higher.

This is because the interference term in the expression of SIR

becomes more important as the load level is increased, leading

to a more restrictive set of CQI values in the cell coverage area.

Regarding call dropping, Fig. 11 shows the CDR for several

levels of traffic load and two different scheduling schemes.

The solid blue line represents the measured CDR when the

scheduling strategy is RR-BC, while the dotted red line depicts

the measured CDR when the scheduling strategy is LDF-BC.

The difference between these two approaches is that LDF-BC

sorts the users by the time they have spent without transmitting

instead of cyclically sorting them according to the Round-

Robin strategy. The LDF-BC scheme leads to a lower CDR for

the same load level due to those users that get more priority

in scheduling as they experience higher delay, avoiding call

dropping.

The CBR for the two previous scheduling strategies as

a function of the traffic load is illustrated in Fig. 12. As it

is expected, the CBR increases as the traffic load level is

higher. However, it is noted that the CBR is higher for the
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Fig. 12. Call Blocking Ratio as a function of the traffic load for two
scheduling schemes.

LDF-BC scheduling. This is because a lower CDR due to

the scheduling strategy leads to a higher traffic load in the

system, increasing the CBR. Logically, it is not appropriate

to increase the network capacity by dropping ongoing calls.

Thus, it can be concluded that the LDF-BC scheduler provides

better performance than the RR-BC scheduler.

Another simulation has been carried out to quantify the

network capacity. For this purpose, only the best effort service

based on the full buffer traffic model is activated in the

simulation tool. Thus, all PRBs are fully exploited and the cell

throughput is a useful measurement to estimate the network

capacity. The results are presented in Fig. 13 as the overall

cumulative distribution function of cell throughput.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, a computationally-efficient dynamic system-

level LTE simulator has been described. This simulator in-

cludes the main characteristics of the radio access technology

as well as the radio resource management algorithms which

provide notable improvements in the efficient use of the avail-

able radio resources. For this purpose, the simulator has been

implemented so that simulations require a low computational

cost. A simulation is composed of epochs to evaluate the

modification of network parameters performed by optimization

algorithms.

At physical and link layers, this work focuses on the

calculation of several indicators with the purpose of evaluating

the connection quality in a mobile communication. Those

indicators are required in the execution of radio resource man-

agement functions. Hence, it is essential that these indicators

reflect accurately the behavior of a real network. To achieve

this goal, an OFDM channel model has been performed to

characterize the temporary and frequency variation of the radio

transmission environment for each user during the simulation.

The main functions of radio resource management have

been also described in this paper. At link level, the previous

calculated indicators are inputs of the Link Adaptation and

Dynamic Scheduling functions. At network level, the main

functions are admission control and mobility management,

whose parameters can be modified to evaluate optimization

algorithms.

Finally, several simulations have been carried out. Results

show network performance in terms of several indicators for

different traffic load levels and scheduling schemes.
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